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THE DENSITY A NUMERICAL CHARACTERIsTIC FOR 

LANGUAGES 

A. F. BOER 

Abstract. In this paper we present the density of languages, that was defined 
by Stotzky in [3], we study some properties, and establish the density for some 
classes of languages. With this numerical characteristic it is possible to show 
that some languages can't be generated by grammars from some classes. 

Definition 0.1 (3). Let M an infinite subset of the sci N of the natural numbers 
and d: N N a function with d(n) d(m) if n <m. We say that the set M 
has the density d, f there erists a number no E N so that for each natural number 

n 0 there erists an element m in M with the property n mn+din). 

We remark that the density of a set isn't unique, but it is possible to find 
a "maximal" density. 

Definition 0.2 (3 ). The density of the language L is the density of the set of 
lengths of the words from L, i.e. the density of the set M(L) = {n E N3rE 

Ll=n}.
We remark that we can reformulate this definition so: the infinite language 

L has the density d (where d: N -> N is a function with d(n) d(m) if n < m). 
there exists a natural number no such that for each n no there exists a word 
in L such that n < |al <n + d(n). 
Definition 0.3. If d = c (where c is a constant number) then the density is con 
stant. 

Definition 0.4. 1f the density is d(u) = en (where c is a constant number), then 
Ue say that it is a linear density. 

Remark 0.5. In this case the definilion may be reformulated in the following 
equivalent form: 3no 0c> 1 such that for each n from N ifn no then there 
Crists an element m in M such that n m< en, where ei =c+1. 
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Proposition 0.6. Let M be the sel of the terms of an arithmetical progression 
i.e. M = {a + b»|n ¬ N} where a and b > 0 are natural constants. Then M h 

constant densily. 

Proof. Let no = a; for cach n, between n and ntb there exists (exactlu

one ternm of the progression, so the constant function d(n)=b is the density f 
the set M. 0 

Remark 0.7. 1. 1f the set Mi C N has the densily d{n) and M1C M2 CN 

then the set M2 has the densily d(n) too 
2. Fhom the proposition 0.6 and remark 0.7 il resulls that if a sel contains 

arithmetical progression thcn il has constant density. 
3. 1f the set M C N has the density d(n) and d': N > N is another function 

stuch that d' (n) d(n),. for each n, then the sct M has the density d'(n) 

an 

too. 

Proposition 0.8. Let M the set of the terms of a geometrical progression, that 
means: M = {ab"|n e N} uhere a and b b > 0,0 1) are natural constants. 

Then the set M has linear density and has no constant density 

Proof. Because of b> 1, the progression is increasing. et no = a; for 

each n, between n and bn there exists at least one termm of the progression: if m is 
the first natural number for which ab n then we have ab"< ab* = bn, also 

the linear function d(n) = bn is density for the set M. 

Now we show that M has no constant density. Supposse that M has 

constant density, i.e. we have the function d: N > N, d(n) = c for each natural 

n and there exists no such that for each n > no there exists an element m in MM 
for which n m c+n. It means that there exists a natural number p so that 

n abP c+n. i. e. P , and from this log, () <P< log, (+¢). But 
this is impossi ble because for a suficient large p the difference between log, ( 

and log,( t) is less than any real number 

log( - los)=log los()< a 

for T and so there is no natural nunber between n and n + c, and the 

density can not be constant. 0 

Proposition 0.9. Bach infinite regular set has constant density. 

Proof. Prom the theorem 2.8. in [ 2 results that if L C T* is a regul 
set, then there exists the natural umbers (constants) p and q so that for ea word z in L with |z|> p there exists the words *, u, y in T* such that 2 * 
ule(i.e.lu| 0), Juyl9, for cach k >1 the word ruyis in the lauguage l have: |zu"y| = |»| +klul + |y=a + kb, where a= \e| + |ul and b = | an also 

We 

M(L) contans an arithmctical progression and then according to the propu 0.6, the set M(L) has the constant density d(1n)= b = |u. u 
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P Osition 0.10. Each contert-free language has constant density. 

Proof. We can proceed as in the proof of the proposition 0.9. Using the 

Hillel lemma |2, 3], where we will have for each word of the form rukwwsy 
the relations: |TuuUk T|+*|u| + w+k|v| + lul =a + kb, where a = 
ul+ Iylandb == |ul+ |u|, and so M(L) contains an arith1netical progression 

d then according to the proposition 0.6 the set M(L) (and the language L) has 
and 

the constant density d{n) = b = |u| + |vl. 0 

Remark 0.11. 

contert-Jce languages. For erample the language L = {a"b"e" |n 2 1} 
in the alphabet {a, b, c} isn't contezt-free language [ 1 }, but has constant 

density. 
2. The language L = {a" |n > 1, k E Ni{0, 1},k is a constant) has linear 

density. In fact, we can use the proposition 0.8 when we observe that the 

lengths of the words from L form a geometrical progression. 

1. There are languages with constant density which aren't 

Example 0.12. The set M = {22"|k> 0} has higher density than linear. 

We suppose that the density is linear, also that there exists the constant 
no and the constant such that for each n 2 no there exists an m in M for which 

n m cn. 

which we have n 2 cn. From this follows log, n 2 log c + logan, 

also for each k we have log2(log, n) k< log,(log, n + log2 c) (beginning from a 

value). But this is impossible because for n sufficient large the difference between 
the two margins - which generally aren't natural numbers - will be less than any 

real number e; let e < 1. Moreover we have log2(log, n + log c) - log2(log n) <e 

if and only if log, 80 <E, also if log1+l <e. That is, if we have 

That means that for each n no it is a natural number k for 

lo82 log, 

lognE, which holds for n < ¢'lE, Also if log2(log, n) is not a natural number 

and n > cil for a given e, then we have no element from M between n andn+cn, 

and so the density cannot be linear. 

emark 0.13. The density of the union of iwo set is less or equal to the density 

Oeach set. This is obviously from the remark 0.7. 

Lemark 0.14. 7he density of the intersection of two sets can be greater as the 

density of this scts. 
For example, let M1 = {2"|n = 1,2,) and M2 = {n2" |n = 1,2,). These 

ave linear density, but the intersection M n M2 = {2"2 |n = 1,2,..} has 

dear density. Another example is the intersection of two sets with constant 

, Which has no constant, but linear density: M3 = {2n|n E N}, 

2n, if 3k e N, n = 2*, 
n E N)} 

M4= {4nl1n 2n + 1, otherwise 
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Obviously Ma 0 M4= {2"|n E N"1, and t.his set has linear, but not const 

density. 
1stant 

Conclusion. The density characterises a set of natural numbers and so a lanaue 

too. According to the remark 17, the intersection of two languages can haV 

greater density as the two original languages, and s50 1t 18 possible e.g. to nr 

that some classes of languages are not closed under intersection 

a 

rove 
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